Think Like a Beaver
Timeframe
1-2 Fifty minute class periods

Target Audience
Elementary School (4th-6th)

Materials
• Ecosystem Cards
• Seed trays or long Tupperware
containers
• Wood/popsicle sticks
• Sand, Rocks, Clay

Description
Students will create a model beaver dam and demonstrate changes
in the ecosystem community pre-and-post dam. Students will
hypothesize about changes that they would expect to see to the
ecosystem after the beaver dam is built.

Objectives
Students will:
• Learn basic characteristics of the beaver
• Gain an understanding of Oregon’s fur trade as it relates to beavers
• Discuss ways in which the removal of beavers may have impacted
the ecosystem

Guiding Questions
How does the use of natural resources affect people and the
environment?
- How and why do people use natural resources?
- What factors influence how we use our natural resources?
- In what ways can people use resources sustainably?

Background Information

Contact:
SMILE Program
smileprogram@oregonstate.edu
http://smile.oregonstate.edu/

One of the most notable traits of the beaver (aside from its large
size!), is its ability to transform its environment to suit its needs.
Most animals have at least some effect on the environment
around them, but few animals (except for humans) have as much
of an impact on their environment as the beaver does. In fact, a
single family of beavers can in a matter of weeks turn a small,
rushing stream into acres of deep, still, interconnected ponds,
creating a complex wetland that would otherwise not exist.
Besides humans, beavers are the only species on earth that know
how to construct dams. Scientists often refer to beavers as the

engineers of the animal world. But unlike humans, who must be taught
how to design and build dams, beavers know instinctively how to
interweave sticks to create a strong and durable structure and how
to seal a dam with mud to hold water. They are born knowing how
without ever having done so.
There are many ways that beaver dams can have a positive impact on
the ecosystem. Beaver dams create ponds that provide the beavers
with refuge from predators. Additionally, since beavers store their
food underwater in piles or “catches”, they have access to food
throughout the winter. They also provide habitat that wouldn't
otherwise exist for many other species. Ducks, geese, herons,
turtles, and frogs are just a few of the species that benefit from the
deep and wide waterways that beavers create. Beaver dams provide
woody debris in which juvenile fish can hide from predators. Beaver
dams help young trout and salmon survive their first vulnerable year.
The accumulated detritus (leaf litter) in the water supports aquatic
insect populations which are an important food for fish, amphibians,
waterfowl, bats and songbirds.

Activity Introduction

Next Generation
Science Standards
DISCIPLINARY CORE IDEAS:
ETS1.B: Developing Possible
Solutions
ETS1.C: Optimizing the Design
Solution

PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS:
5-ESS2-1. Develop a model
to describe the movement of
matter among plants, animals,
decomposers, and the environment.
3-5-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair
tests which variables are controlled
and failure points are considered
to identify aspects of a model or
prototype that can be improved.

Let students know that they are going to do an activity to learn more
about beaver dams and their affect or impact on the ecosystem. Ask
students what they already know about beavers? Dams? Have them
watch one of the videos listed under resources to learn more about
beavers and their dams. Now it's their your to think like a beaver!

Activity
1. Break students into groups of 3-4 with a long container (i.e.
Tupperware or seed tray) and have them partially fill it with sand.
2. Have students create a stream/river ecosystem using the sand.
(For more in-depth learning about creating a stream/river
ecosystem see “Home, Home in a Stream”)
3. Once students have finished, hand out the “Ecosystem Cards”
and have students make predictions about which organisms
they would most expect to find in the stream ecosystem. Have
them separate out the predicted stream organisms, and group
these apart from the others (Hint: have them think about how
the beaver changes the habitat, and then relate that to the
information provided on each card. Consider how beavers change
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water flow and temperature, sediments on the bottom (rocks vs. mud), vegetation along the
banks, and the presence of food and predators).
4. Go back to the model and have students choose a spot along their river to build a beaver dam.
Have them discuss a design with their group before they start building. Once they have a
design plan they can choose from materials such as popsicle sticks, collected sticks, clay, and
small rocks to construct their dam.
5. When students have completed their model dam, have each
group present their design to the class and then test their dam
by pouring water from a bucket down the river path. Ask: How
did your dam work? What adjustments to your design do you
need to make? Have students make changes to their dams and
conduct a second test.
6. Have students observe and note the changes to the ecosystem.
How is the pond ecosystem different than the river ecosystem?
7. Have students revisit the stream community they formed out of
the “Ecosystem Cards”. What changes would they make based on the new pond ecosystem?
Which species might be added after the beaver dam is built? Will some species possibly be
lost? Note that some species could be present in both habitats. Have them create a new
community for the beaver pond using their cards and have them predict whether they think
that the existing organisms would increase, decrease, or stay the same post beaver dam. Again,
consider how the beaver changes the habitat and then relate that to the information given on
the cards.
7. Lastly, using the new community, have students group cards together based on whether they
are producers, consumers, or decomposers. To remind students of
PCD’s sing the food chain song.

Discuss
•
•

•

How do you think the changes the beaver made to the ecosystem
affected the food web?
What changes might we see in the organisms that live here?
- Are there any new organisms? A loss of any organisms?
- Would you expect to see more or less fish? invertebrates? birds?
amphibians?
How is a beaver dam different from a human dam? Would a human
dam have the same affect or impact on the ecosystem?

Resources

THANKS TO THE
FOLLOWING
CONTRIBUTORS:
Mark Novak
Dan Preston
John Romansic

This project is
supported by the Novak
Lab, Department of
Integrative Biology
at Oregon State
University.

http://opb.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/tdc02.sci.life.colt.beaver/
beavers/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJjaQExOPPY
http://opb.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/eng06.sci.engin.design.littledam/building-a-dam-likea-beaver/
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Food Chain Song
CHORUS:
Predator and prey,
Producers and decay
Are in the food chain; a chain, chain
Trees are producers, cause they’re the sun users in the food chain;
a chain, chain
They make food from the sun and the cycle has begun in the food chain;
a chain, chain
Everybody now…
CHORUS.
Beaver comes around and eats the trees down in the food chain; a chain, chain
But the cycle doesn’t stop ‘cause beavers aren’t the top of the food chain;
a chain, chain
Everybody now…
CHORUS.
Cougar likes to eat a little beaver meat in the food chain; a chain, chain
And it really makes his day to eat some beaver prey, food chain; a chain, chain
Everybody now…
CHORUS.
Cougar lifts his tail and scats on the trail in the food chain; a chain, chain
For the insects that's a deal, cause scat's a gourmet meal in the food chain;
a chain, chain
Everybody now…
CHORUS.
The cycle never ends, it just begins again in the food chain; a chain, chain
So eat your food my friend but remember where it's been... in the food chain;
A chain, chain
Everybody now…
CHORUS.
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